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PLEASE NOTE : 

*Terms & Conditions apply 

Congratulations on registering for the National Mathewiz Competition. 

1. The online exam can be attempted by the student only by using a Personal 

Computer / Laptop / Desktop / Smartphone with audio and camera facility. 

2. The password for each registered student will be unique and can be used 

only once by the registered student on the day of the final examination.

3. This booklet consists of exercises which are only for general practice. The 

exam format will be the same as given in the sample paper however 

examples will be different. 

4. Each student will be given one demo exam and only one final exam.

5. Students should try and attempt the demo exam paper to practice the 

process and become comfortable with the format. 

6.  Please keep rough paper for use.

7.  Both the exams will have multiple choice questions (MCQ).

8.  The number of questions and the time limit of each online exam will be as 

mentioned in the sample papers. 

9. The final exam will be locked after the specified time. 

10. Image proctoring will be carried out during the examination to uphold the 

integrity of the exam. Please have a camera facility on your device and 

grant access to the image proctoring. 

11. Final dates for the online exam (mostly February) will be displayed on our 

website. The log in and password will be communicated via SMS and Email. 

Options for the date will be given to students and they can sit for the exam 

ONCE on the date of their choice. 

12. Parents / Family Members/ Friends / Teachers should avoid helping the 

student appearing for the online exam and should arrange for a quiet place 

to attempt the exams without disturbance.

13. Each registered student will get a certificate and the *rankers will be 

awarded with a Trophy/medal as per their ranking.

All the very best and continue exploring the world of numbers.

CIDS: MATHEWIZ TEAM



Pyramids for Addition, Subtraction,Multiplication
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5.    
       numbers?

Which of the following number pair has odd 

6.    
       and one even number?

Which of the following number pair has one odd 

7.    Tick the shape with the least sides.

> < =

4.    
       compare the numbers?

Which symbol should go on the line to correctly 

45 ___ 46

2 , 3 4 , 5 5 , 9

7 , 9 2 , 4 5 , 8
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12.    Tick the correct amount shown.

62 82 72

13.    Which clock shows the correct time?

14.    What time does his clock show?

6:30 am                        9:30 pm             8:30 am
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1.3 3 , 1 2 , 4

18.   
        correct option.

Find the value of A and B respectively and tick the 

19.   Which abacus shows the answer to 11 + 3?

20.   Find the missing number

8 7 6

2   A

2   3

7   +   ?     =     15

+

B  5

8
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